PARTICIPANT: ONCE YOU’VE LOGGED IN

- If the webinar hasn’t begun yet you will see this screen.
  - If it has you will see the first slide or the presenter’s slide deck.

- There is a Chat panel in the bottom left hand corner of your screen. Click the talk boxes to post a comment/question. Click the “raise hand” button for pressing comments/questions.
Call in on your phone:
- 1-800-747-5150
- Access Code 5375787

You will be on mute until the end of the webinar/recording. You can post comments to the chat window and questions will be answered at the end of the webinar.

This meeting will be recorded
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Still no data yet

Keep self-reporting to me

Your June data will be collected in the attestation and polling survey for this webinar.

- July data will be collected in the July Data Collection tool
DEVELOPING FOLLOW UP PLANS

- Document the follow up in CROWNWeb/internal EMR
- How do your patients feel about the resources?
- Add accordingly

Resources

- Depression Toolkit
- Texas Community Resources
- Self Management Goal Sheet
- How Depression Impacts You
- Self Management Zone Tool
- Dealing with Depression
- #BeKindBeTheDifference
SUSTAINABILITY

**SUSTAIN**
- Sustain the improvements made during the project after the project has ended
  - Start early, at the beginning of the project with the end goal in mind
  - Use SUSTAIN mnemonic to remember the seven steps of sustainability
  - Complete and submit a Sustainability Plan for each project to Network toward end of project

**STANDARDIZE**

**UTILIZE**

**SHARE**

**TRANSPARENCY**

**ACCOUNTABILITY**

**INTEGRATION**

**NEVER GO BACK**

**Role of organizational culture and leadership in successful sustainability activities**
SUSTAINABILITY

- 2018 PHFPQ Sustainability Questionnaire FPR - Standardize
- 2018 PHFPQ Mid-Project Sustainability Activity = Utilization and Share
- Sustainability Plan - Due August 30
1. Attestation and Polling for this webinar due July 13
2. Sustainability Plan due August 30
3. Follow-Up plans survey due August 30
   a) Utilize tools and resources on project page
4. Wrap-up and Exit Webinar will be September 6, 2018
   a) Any issues encountered during project (RCA, data) should be added as an item for QAPI and addressed every month
REVIEW OF GOALS

- Data holds and Monthly Reports
- Developing Follow Up Plans
- Depression Toolkit
  - Patient Presentation
- Sustainability
- Next Steps
WEBINAR EVALUATION & QUESTIONS

Questions

- Depression Screening Project Lead
  - Javoszia Sterling-Lewis, jsterling@nw14.esrd.net 469-916-3800

- Data Analysis
  - Lydia Omogah, LOmogah@nw14.esrd.net 469-916-3807

- CROWNWeb data entry
  - Sade Castro, scastro@nw14.esrd.net, 469-916-3815

*Project lead